Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

An introduction to the synastry chart
An important part of the study of Astrology is understanding the Synastry chart. While a
Natal Chart helps study the energy and personality of the individual, the Synastry chart
overlays the chart of two individuals to study how the planets, signs and houses overlap.
This is like placing the map of one person’s personality in alignment with the map of
another individual. Significant indicators for the success or challenges of a relationship
can then be seen through the alignment of the two charts. In particular, astrologers look
for planets in each partner’s house and key aspects between planets from one person to
the other.
For example, potential for a long term, committed romantic relationship can be seen by
an overlap between one person’s Natal Saturn and another’s Natal Venus or Saturn in
another person’s Seventh House.
A relationship that elevates someone’s career can be seen by planets like The Sun or
Jupiter in one person’s chart being placed in the other person’s Tenth House. Looking to
how planets like Mercury or the Third House indicate potential for communication
between the couple.
For example, if one person’s Natal Mercury is in their partner’s Fifth House in Leo, the
individual may promote communication in a creative, empowering and playful way or
communicating in flirtatious ways but also inspiring their partner’s creative talents
through speaking or writing.
Harmonious aspects between key Natal Planets or points in one person’s chart and the
Planets and key points in another person’s chart can indicate easy connection and easy
flow of energy. Harmonious aspects like conjunct or trines between Sun, Venus or
Mercury in each person’s chart can indicate easy communication, confidence and
affection.
At the same time, conflictual aspects can indicate challenges that either stifle or promote
growth in the relationship. Natal Mars in one person’s chart square Natal Venus in
another person’s chart can lead to friction that brings passion but can also incite jealousy
or insecurities.
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Composite chart - Planets sorted by importance
Planet

Value

I (Uranus)

79

T (Mars)

60

U (Saturn)

57

E (Mercury)

45

W (Moon)

44

P (Pluto)

41

O (Neptune)

41

Q (Sun)

40

Y (Jupiter)

37

R (Venus)

25

C (Ceres)

21

N (Vesta)

20

(Pholus)

19

V (Pallas)

18

B (Juno)

16

{ (True Lunar Node)

14

M (Chiron)

12

(Eros)
` (Lilith)

11
10
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Composite chart - Planets in signs and aspects
Planet 1

Position

Aspect

Planet 2

Position

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

(sesqui-quadrate) 1;54'

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

(sextile) 2;53'

Y (Jupiter)

26 ;12'k

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

(semi-square) 0;4'

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

(conjunction) 2;38'

I (Uranus)

26 ;27'z

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

(conjunction) 5;57'

O (Neptune)

23 ;8'z

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

(sextile) 0;26'

P (Pluto)

28 ;39'k

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

(trine) 2;57'

` (Lilith)

2 ;3'd

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

(square) 3;11'

X (Midheaven) 29 ;17'x

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

(sesqui-quadrate) 1;54'

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

(trine) 3;50'

E (Mercury)

16 ;3'z

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

(sextile) 3;48'

R (Venus)

8 ;23'f

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

(semi-sextile) 0;40'

T (Mars)

11 ;32'g

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

(opposition) 1;58'

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

(sesqui-quadrate) 0;44'

I (Uranus)

26 ;27'z

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

(sextile) 1;30'

{ (True Node)

10 ;41'k

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

(quincunx) 0;20'

C (Ceres)

11 ;51'x

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

(conjunction) 1;44'

(Pholus)

10 ;27'h

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

(trine) 4;30'

Z (Ascendant)

16 ;42'z

E (Mercury)

16 ;3'z

(trine) 3;50'

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

E (Mercury)

16 ;3'z

(opposition) 7;39'

R (Venus)

8 ;23'f

E (Mercury)

16 ;3'z

(sextile) 1;52'

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

E (Mercury)

16 ;3'z

(conjunction) 7;5'

O (Neptune)

23 ;8'z

E (Mercury)

16 ;3'z

(conjunction) 0;36'

V (Pallas)

15 ;26'z

E (Mercury)

16 ;3'z

(conjunction) 0;39'

Z (Ascendant)

16 ;42'z

R (Venus)

8 ;23'f

(sextile) 3;48'

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

R (Venus)

8 ;23'f

(opposition) 7;39'

E (Mercury)

16 ;3'z

R (Venus)

8 ;23'f

(trine) 5;47'

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

R (Venus)

8 ;23'f

(trine) 2;18'

{ (True Node)

10 ;41'k

R (Venus)

8 ;23'f

(sextile) 2;3'

(Pholus)

10 ;27'h
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Planet 1
R (Venus)

Position
8 ;23'f

Aspect
(opposition) 2;9'

Planet 2
(Eros)

Position
6 ;13'z

T (Mars)

11 ;32'g

(semi-sextile) 0;40'

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

T (Mars)

11 ;32'g

(square) 0;50'

{ (True Node)

10 ;41'k

T (Mars)

11 ;32'g

(opposition) 0;19'

C (Ceres)

11 ;51'x

Y (Jupiter)

26 ;12'k

(sextile) 2;53'

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

Y (Jupiter)

26 ;12'k

(sextile) 0;15'

I (Uranus)

26 ;27'z

Y (Jupiter)

26 ;12'k

(sextile) 3;4'

O (Neptune)

23 ;8'z

Y (Jupiter)

26 ;12'k

(conjunction) 2;27'

P (Pluto)

28 ;39'k

Y (Jupiter)

26 ;12'k

(opposition) 1;35'

B (Juno)

24 ;37's

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

(semi-square) 0;4'

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

(opposition) 1;58'

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

(sextile) 1;52'

E (Mercury)

16 ;3'z

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

(trine) 5;47'

R (Venus)

8 ;23'f

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

(trine) 3;28'

{ (True Node)

10 ;41'k

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

(sextile) 1;15'

V (Pallas)

15 ;26'z

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

(opposition) 3;43'

(Pholus)

10 ;27'h

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

(sextile) 2;31'

Z (Ascendant)

16 ;42'z

I (Uranus)

26 ;27'z

(conjunction) 2;38'

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

I (Uranus)

26 ;27'z

(sesqui-quadrate) 0;44'

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

I (Uranus)

26 ;27'z

(sextile) 0;15'

Y (Jupiter)

26 ;12'k

I (Uranus)

26 ;27'z

(conjunction) 3;19'

O (Neptune)

23 ;8'z

I (Uranus)

26 ;27'z

(sextile) 2;12'

P (Pluto)

28 ;39'k

I (Uranus)

26 ;27'z

(trine) 1;50'

B (Juno)

24 ;37's

I (Uranus)

26 ;27'z

(conjunction) 9;45'

Z (Ascendant)

16 ;42'z

I (Uranus)

26 ;27'z

(square) 5;50'

X (Midheaven) 29 ;17'x

O (Neptune)

23 ;8'z

(conjunction) 5;57'

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

O (Neptune)

23 ;8'z

(conjunction) 7;5'

E (Mercury)

16 ;3'z

O (Neptune)

23 ;8'z

(sextile) 3;4'

Y (Jupiter)

26 ;12'k

O (Neptune)

23 ;8'z

(conjunction) 3;19'

I (Uranus)

26 ;27'z

O (Neptune)

23 ;8'z

(trine) 2;44'

M (Chiron)

20 ;24'h
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Planet 1
O (Neptune)

Position
23 ;8'z

Aspect
(trine) 1;28'

Planet 2
B (Juno)

Position
24 ;37's

O (Neptune)

23 ;8'z

(conjunction) 1;42'

N (Vesta)

21 ;25'z

O (Neptune)

23 ;8'z

(conjunction) 6;26'

Z (Ascendant)

16 ;42'z

P (Pluto)

28 ;39'k

(sextile) 0;26'

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

P (Pluto)

28 ;39'k

(conjunction) 2;27'

Y (Jupiter)

26 ;12'k

P (Pluto)

28 ;39'k

(sextile) 2;12'

I (Uranus)

26 ;27'z

P (Pluto)

28 ;39'k

(opposition) 3;24'

` (Lilith)

2 ;3'd

{ (True Node) 10 ;41'k

(sextile) 1;30'

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

{ (True Node) 10 ;41'k

(trine) 2;18'

R (Venus)

8 ;23'f

{ (True Node) 10 ;41'k

(square) 0;50'

T (Mars)

11 ;32'g

{ (True Node) 10 ;41'k

(trine) 3;28'

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

{ (True Node) 10 ;41'k

(square) 1;9'

C (Ceres)

11 ;51'x

{ (True Node) 10 ;41'k

(sextile) 0;14'

(Pholus)

10 ;27'h

{ (True Node) 10 ;41'k

(conjunction) 8;23'

X (Midheaven) 29 ;17'x

M (Chiron)

20 ;24'h

(trine) 2;44'

O (Neptune)

23 ;8'z

M (Chiron)

20 ;24'h

(trine) 1;1'

N (Vesta)

21 ;25'z

` (Lilith)

2 ;3'd

(trine) 2;57'

Q (Sun)

29 ;6'z

` (Lilith)

2 ;3'd

(opposition) 3;24'

P (Pluto)

28 ;39'k

` (Lilith)

2 ;3'd

(quincunx) 0;14'

X (Midheaven) 29 ;17'x

C (Ceres)

11 ;51'x

(quincunx) 0;20'

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

C (Ceres)

11 ;51'x

(opposition) 0;19'

T (Mars)

11 ;32'g

C (Ceres)

11 ;51'x

(square) 1;9'

{ (True Node)

10 ;41'k

C (Ceres)

11 ;51'x

(quincunx) 1;24'

V (Pallas)

15 ;26'z

V (Pallas)

(Pholus)

10 ;27'h

(conjunction) 0;36'

E (Mercury)

16 ;3'z

15 ;26'z

(sextile) 1;15'

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

V (Pallas)

15 ;26'z

(conjunction) 1;16'

Z (Ascendant)

16 ;42'z

B (Juno)

24 ;37's

(opposition) 1;35'

Y (Jupiter)

26 ;12'k

B (Juno)

24 ;37's

(trine) 1;50'

I (Uranus)

26 ;27'z

B (Juno)

24 ;37's

(trine) 1;28'

O (Neptune)

23 ;8'z

N (Vesta)

21 ;25'z

(conjunction) 1;42'

O (Neptune)

23 ;8'z
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Planet 1
N (Vesta)

Position
21 ;25'z

Aspect
(trine) 1;1'

Planet 2
M (Chiron)

Position
20 ;24'h

N (Vesta)

21 ;25'z

(conjunction) 4;43'

Z (Ascendant)

16 ;42'z

(Pholus)

10 ;27'h

(conjunction) 1;44'

W (Moon)

12 ;12'h

(Pholus)

10 ;27'h

(sextile) 2;3'

R (Venus)

8 ;23'f

(Pholus)

10 ;27'h

(opposition) 3;43'

U (Saturn)

14 ;10'c

(Pholus)

10 ;27'h

(sextile) 0;14'

{ (True Node)

10 ;41'k

(Pholus)

10 ;27'h

(quincunx) 1;24'

C (Ceres)

11 ;51'x

(Eros)

6 ;13'z

(opposition) 2;9'

R (Venus)

8 ;23'f
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Your synastry aspects
Alice

Position

Aspect

Bob

Position

Q (Sun)

12 ;29'k

(semi-square) 0;11'

W (Moon)

27 ;40'h

Q (Sun)

12 ;29'k

(trine) 5;29'

E (Mercury)

17 ;58'c

Q (Sun)

12 ;29'k

(trine) 0;38'

B (Juno)

13 ;7'f

Q (Sun)

12 ;29'k

(square) 2;39'

N (Vesta)

15 ;8'x

Q (Sun)

12 ;29'k

(square) 0;24'

(Pholus)

12 ;54'g

W (Moon)

26 ;43'g

(semi-sextile) 0;57'

W (Moon)

27 ;40'h

W (Moon)

26 ;43'g

(opposition) 0;18'

U (Saturn)

27 ;1'x

W (Moon)

26 ;43'g

(square) 1;35'

P (Pluto)

25 ;7'k

W (Moon)

26 ;43'g

(quincunx) 0;14'

C (Ceres)

26 ;57'c

W (Moon)

26 ;43'g

(opposition) 0;45'

V (Pallas)

27 ;28'x

W (Moon)

26 ;43'g

(quincunx) 1;50'

(Eros)

28 ;33'z

E (Mercury)

14 ;7'k

(quincunx) 1;36'

Q (Sun)

15 ;43'a

E (Mercury)

14 ;7'k

(trine) 3;51'

E (Mercury)

17 ;58'c

E (Mercury)

14 ;7'k

(semi-sextile) 0;13'

{ (True Node)

13 ;53'l

E (Mercury)

14 ;7'k

(trine) 0;59'

B (Juno)

13 ;7'f

E (Mercury)

14 ;7'k

(square) 1;1'

N (Vesta)

15 ;8'x

E (Mercury)

14 ;7'k

(square) 1;13'

R (Venus)

7 ;25'j

R (Venus)

(Pholus)

12 ;54'g

(conjunction) 9;44'

W (Moon)

27 ;40'h

7 ;25'j

(opposition) 1;56'

R (Venus)

9 ;21'a

R (Venus)

7 ;25'j

(conjunction) 1;35'

Y (Jupiter)

9 ;1'j

T (Mars)

2 ;56'h

(opposition) 5;54'

U (Saturn)

27 ;1'x

Y (Jupiter)

13 ;23'z

(square) 2;19'

Q (Sun)

15 ;43'a

Y (Jupiter)

13 ;23'z

(sextile) 4;34'

E (Mercury)

17 ;58'c

Y (Jupiter)

13 ;23'z

(square) 4;1'

R (Venus)

9 ;21'a

Y (Jupiter)

13 ;23'z

(opposition) 6;44'

T (Mars)

20 ;7'f

Y (Jupiter)

13 ;23'z

(square) 4;22'

Y (Jupiter)

9 ;1'j

Y (Jupiter)

13 ;23'z

(conjunction) 7;40'

O (Neptune)

21 ;4'z

Y (Jupiter)

13 ;23'z

(semi-sextile) 0;30'

{ (True Node)

13 ;53'l

Y (Jupiter)

13 ;23'z

(opposition) 0;16'

B (Juno)

13 ;7'f
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Alice
Y (Jupiter)

Position
13 ;23'z

Aspect
(quincunx) 0;29'

Bob
(Pholus)

Position
12 ;54'g

U (Saturn)

1 ;19'a

(opposition) 3;38'

W (Moon)

27 ;40'h

U (Saturn)

1 ;19'a

(opposition) 7;41'

Y (Jupiter)

9 ;1'j

U (Saturn)

1 ;19'a

(conjunction) 4;22'

C (Ceres)

26 ;57'c

U (Saturn)

1 ;19'a

(sextile) 2;46'

(Eros)

28 ;33'z

U (Saturn)

1 ;19'a

(semi-sextile) 0;47'

Z (Ascendant)

0 ;32'c

I (Uranus)

0 ;55'x

(trine) 3;14'

W (Moon)

27 ;40'h

I (Uranus)

0 ;55'x

(conjunction) 2;21'

(Eros)

28 ;33'z

I (Uranus)

0 ;55'x

(semi-sextile) 0;22'

Z (Ascendant)

I (Uranus)

0 ;55'x

(semi-square) 0;28'

X (Midheaven) 23 ;51'a

O (Neptune)

25 ;12'z

(trine) 2;28'

W (Moon)

27 ;40'h

O (Neptune)

25 ;12'z

(opposition) 5;4'

T (Mars)

20 ;7'f

O (Neptune)

25 ;12'z

(conjunction) 3;12'

I (Uranus)

22 ;0'z

O (Neptune)

25 ;12'z

(conjunction) 4;8'

O (Neptune)

21 ;4'z

O (Neptune)

25 ;12'z

(sextile) 0;4'

P (Pluto)

25 ;7'k

O (Neptune)

25 ;12'z

(sextile) 1;45'

C (Ceres)

26 ;57'c

O (Neptune)

25 ;12'z

(conjunction) 3;21'

(Eros)

28 ;33'z

P (Pluto)

2 ;12'l

(sesqui-quadrate) 1;28'

Q (Sun)

15 ;43'a

P (Pluto)

2 ;12'l

(sextile) 4;31'

W (Moon)

27 ;40'h

P (Pluto)

2 ;12'l

(square) 5;10'

U (Saturn)

27 ;1'x

P (Pluto)

2 ;12'l

(conjunction) 7;4'

P (Pluto)

25 ;7'k

P (Pluto)

2 ;12'l

(square) 1;39'

Z (Ascendant)

0 ;32'c

{ (True Node) 7 ;30'j

(conjunction) 9;49'

W (Moon)

27 ;40'h

{ (True Node) 7 ;30'j

(opposition) 1;51'

R (Venus)

9 ;21'a

{ (True Node) 7 ;30'j

(conjunction) 1;31'

Y (Jupiter)

9 ;1'j

0 ;32'c

M (Chiron)

23 ;30'j

(square) 1;29'

I (Uranus)

22 ;0'z

M (Chiron)

23 ;30'j

(square) 2;26'

O (Neptune)

21 ;4'z

` (Lilith)

15 ;2'g

(trine) 0;41'

Q (Sun)

15 ;43'a

` (Lilith)

15 ;2'g

(trine) 1;8'

{ (True Node)

13 ;53'l

` (Lilith)

15 ;2'g

(conjunction) 2;16'

M (Chiron)

17 ;18'g
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Alice
` (Lilith)

Position
15 ;2'g

Aspect
(opposition) 0;6'

Bob
N (Vesta)

` (Lilith)

15 ;2'g

(conjunction) 2;7'

` (Lilith)

15 ;2'g

(trine) 1;22'

X (Midheaven) 23 ;51'a

C (Ceres)

26 ;45'l

(square) 0;55'

W (Moon)

27 ;40'h

C (Ceres)

26 ;45'l

(sextile) 0;16'

U (Saturn)

27 ;1'x

C (Ceres)

26 ;45'l

(square) 0;12'

C (Ceres)

26 ;57'c

C (Ceres)

26 ;45'l

(sextile) 0;42'

V (Pallas)

27 ;28'x

V (Pallas)

3 ;23'l

(square) 2;51'

Z (Ascendant)

0 ;32'c

B (Juno)

6 ;6'a

(conjunction) 3;15'

R (Venus)

9 ;21'a

B (Juno)

6 ;6'a

(opposition) 2;54'

Y (Jupiter)

9 ;1'j

N (Vesta)

27 ;42'l

(square) 0;1'

W (Moon)

27 ;40'h

N (Vesta)

27 ;42'l

(sextile) 0;40'

U (Saturn)

27 ;1'x

N (Vesta)

27 ;42'l

(square) 0;44'

C (Ceres)

26 ;57'c

N (Vesta)

27 ;42'l

(sextile) 0;14'

V (Pallas)

27 ;28'x

N (Vesta)

27 ;42'l

(sextile) 2;49'

Z (Ascendant)

0 ;32'c

(Pholus)

8 ;0'j

(opposition) 1;21'

R (Venus)

9 ;21'a

(Pholus)

8 ;0'j

(conjunction) 1;0'

Y (Jupiter)

9 ;1'j

(Eros)

13 ;54'l

(trine) 1;49'

Q (Sun)

15 ;43'a

(Eros)

13 ;54'l

(conjunction) 0;0'

{ (True Node)

13 ;53'l

(Eros)

13 ;54'l

(quincunx) 0;47'

B (Juno)

13 ;7'f

(Eros)

13 ;54'l

(sextile) 1;14'

N (Vesta)

15 ;8'x

(Eros)

13 ;54'l

(trine) 1;0'

(Eros)

13 ;54'l

(conjunction) 2;29'

X (Midheaven) 23 ;51'a

Z (Ascendant) 2 ;52'l

(square) 5;50'

U (Saturn)

27 ;1'x

Z (Ascendant) 2 ;52'l

(conjunction) 7;44'

P (Pluto)

25 ;7'k

Z (Ascendant) 2 ;52'l

(square) 2;19'

Z (Ascendant)

0 ;32'c

X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h

(conjunction) 9;28'

W (Moon)

16 ;24'l

X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h

(sextile) 1;55'

T (Mars)

16 ;24'l

X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h

(trine) 3;48'

I (Uranus)

16 ;24'l

X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h

(trine) 2;51'

O (Neptune)

16 ;24'l

(Pholus)

(Pholus)

Position
15 ;8'x
12 ;54'g

12 ;54'g
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Alice
Position
X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h

Aspect
(square) 4;18'

Bob
{ (True Node)

Position
16 ;24'l

X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h

(square) 1;48'

X (Midheaven) 16 ;24'l
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Synastry - Alice's in Bob's natal houses
Planet

Value

Q (Sun)

8

W (Moon)

6

E (Mercury)

8

R (Venus)

7

T (Mars)

7

Y (Jupiter)

11

U (Saturn)

1

I (Uranus)

12

O (Neptune)

11

P (Pluto)

9

{ (True Lunar Node)

7

M (Chiron)

7

` (Lilith)

6

C (Ceres)

10

V (Pallas)

9

B (Juno)

1

N (Vesta)

10

(Pholus)

7

(Eros)

9
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Synastry - Bob's in Alice's natal houses
Planet

Value

Q (Sun)

4

W (Moon)

10

E (Mercury)

3

R (Venus)

4

T (Mars)

8

Y (Jupiter)

10

U (Saturn)

3

I (Uranus)

2

O (Neptune)

2

P (Pluto)

12

{ (True Lunar Node)

1

M (Chiron)

9

` (Lilith)

4

C (Ceres)

4

V (Pallas)

3

B (Juno)

8

N (Vesta)

3

(Pholus)

9

(Eros)

2
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An introduction to the synastry aspects
Astrologers use the term ‘aspects’ to refer to the distance in degrees between different
planets or points in an Astrological Chart. In a Natal Chart, or chart of the moment of
birth, the aspects describe how ‘easy’ or ‘difficult’ the energy is between two planets or
important points.
This is also a description of whether the planets help accentuate each other’s energy or
cause conflicts that need to be overcome. In a Synastry Chart, the aspects between one
person’s Natal Planets and the Natal Planets of their partner indicates how each partner
may influence each other and can indicate potential points of conflict, important lessons,
or areas of easy mutually beneficial energies.
When there is an aspect between planets in the charts of two individuals, the energy of
the planets are connected in each person’s life. There is a charge of energy that can flow
openly or present challenges but it is a tie that unites the individuals.
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Your synastry aspects

How do we deal with maturity and responsibilities?
You have a good potential to join delicate feelings and seriousness in your meeting.
However some of your traits make this connection difficult.
Alice feels limited and judged by Bob in its emotional expression.
Bob considers Alice as needy and at times immature, and thinks that being emotional is
not appropriate.
Alice complains that Bob is emotionally detached while Bob sees Alice as oversensitive
and needy.
Bob needs to accept Alice's wish for intimacy. On the other hand, Alice needs to be more
independent and less needy.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Alice's Moon 26° 43' in
Leo and Bob's Saturn 27° 1' in Aquarius
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Do we explore and understand our depths?
You know how to dig into each other's issues and you might become shocked by how the
other person can reveal your inner demons.
This is at the same time a healing and an upsetting process.
Even if you aren't a couple, there might be possessive and control issues between you.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Alice's Pluto 2° 12' in
Sagittarius and Bob's Ascendant 0° 32' in Pisces
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Do our loving energies harmonize for a common purpose?
In spite of a strong mutual attraction, Bob and Alice may struggle to find a balance
between personal desire and shared path.
Bob may want to live in the moment while Alice is thinking of the possibilities in the
future. Alice is likely to feel compelled to pursue higher goals and a strong sense of
destiny while Bob may become jealous or insecure about any other interests Alice has
outside of the relationship.
Alice may have high expectations for Bob while Bob is not falling into step with Alice's
view of what their path should entail.
Even if there is, at heart, an affectionate loving bond between Alice and Bob, effort will
need to be exerted to balance the energies in this relationship with each person’s sense of
purpose and destiny.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Bob's Venus 9° 21' in
Aries and Alice's True Lunar Node 7° 30' in Libra
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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Do we embody maturity and dedication?
Alice is a matured and paternalistic character and supports and balances the life of Bob.
Bob is pleased by Alice's devotion, but sometimes gets subdued by Alice's seriousness.
Since Alice is inclined to be the more standoffish in your relationship, Bob can show
Alice how to be more noticeable and get along better socially in the world.
Alice brings a realistic approach to the meeting and practical skills in the business area.
Bob represents the public image of the connection.
This answer is related to an harmonic synastry aspect between Alice's Saturn 1° 19' in
Aries and Bob's Ascendant 0° 32' in Pisces
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Are we joyful in our love?
This is one of the best aspects for a relationship but also for a lovely friendship,
intellectual activities, humor and fun.
Good karma seems to stay around you often, being helped by your positive attitude.
Together you blossom and flourish and you expand your optimistic attitude and
generosity to others.
People love to be in your company.
Bob expands Alice's worldview through higher intellect and life explorations. Alice gives
affection to Bob and expands Bob's social life and love of art.
You like to spoil each other, but you should become aware of the tendency to promise
things that can hardly become real, thus bringing disappointments.
This answer is related to a synastry conjunction between Alice's Venus 7° 25' in Libra
and Bob's Jupiter 9° 1' in Libra
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we promote each other’s ideals openly?
You both have a challenging time understanding each other.
You can form a stronger connection, but you both need to work harder to understand each
other’s personalities and approach. Alice is baffled by Bob's style of self-expression.
Alice may not know how to effectively influence and lead Bob because they don’t fully
understand how important Bob's identity is to their sense of mission.
Alice can easily see the details and bigger vision but Bob is more focused on their own
identity and self-expression and this difference in priorities can be confusing to Alice
who tends to be more mission oriented.
Focusing on shared mission or campaigns you are both passionate about can help to
solidify this relationship.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Alice's Pallas 3° 23' in
Sagittarius and Bob's Ascendant 0° 32' in Pisces
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Do we explore and understand our depths?
There's a deep connection between you which involves also a significant physical
connection, which might be strongly sexual in case you are a couple.
Any activity involving power, depth, and competition is sought.
Physicality isn't the only plane where you express your connection. There's also an
important meeting at the psychological and instinctual levels.
Bob can show Alice how to embody strength and survival qualities and how to rise when
life seems to be falling apart.
This answer is related to a synastry conjunction between Bob's Pluto 25° 7' in Scorpio
and Alice's Ascendant 2° 52' in Sagittarius
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we enhance each others’ potential for success?
This relationship is marked by optimism and shared goals for creating a better future for
groups and society.
Bob inflates Alice's understanding of their own potential and sets them on a new path to
fulfilling their destiny. Alice can help Bob develop a clear sense of purpose as well.
This can feel like a lucky connection whether in love or business. Both Alice and Bob
find each others’ influence to bring enthusiasm and hope. Alice helps Bob express their
purpose as a mentor or teacher and in turn Bob teaches Alice important lessons about
their destiny.
This answer is related to a synastry conjunction between Bob's Jupiter 9° 1' in Libra and
Alice's True Lunar Node 7° 30' in Libra
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we help each other expand toward shared ideals?
Both Alice and Bob may want a committed relationship but you both may unintentionally
push each other’s buttons.
Alice wants to enjoy the pleasures of relationships and seek joy in their many hobbies and
interests while Bob wants a comfortable connection at home. Bob may easily feel
insecure and jealous because Alice has many interests, friends and hobbies.
Bob wants to see proof of Alice's commitment but Alice is easily distracted and often
leaves Bob feeling upset. If both can work together to meet each other halfway. Bob and
Alice can come to balance each other’s energies.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Alice's Jupiter 13° 23' in
Capricorn and Bob's Juno 13° 7' in Cancer
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Do we express love in a compatible way?
There's attraction to each other, but the way you express love and affection is quite
divergent.
Your aesthetic sense also differs resulting in disagreements from the way you dress, to
the house's interior design, to the people you associate with in your social life.
There might be divergences also about the way you manage your finances
When you have different opinions or views you avoid expressing your dissatisfaction
clearly, which might bring frustration. You tend to shun problems instead of facing them
directly.
The suggestion is to express your wishes and dislikes openly. You have the resources to
express your truth in a balanced and graceful way.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Alice's Venus 7° 25' in
Libra and Bob's Venus 9° 21' in Aries
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we instinctively nurture each other?
Alice and Bob can help each other though a tense and conflicted relationship exists.
Alice is nurturing and emotionally connected, but may feel smothering to Bob. Bob tries
to nurture Alice but may come across as controlling or as if they have their own agenda.
Both Alice and Bob need to find ways to express emotional, nurturing energy without
overpowering each other or becoming disempowering. If you each get through your
deeper insecurities, you can form a healing and caring bond.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Alice's Moon 26° 43' in
Leo and Bob's Ceres 26° 57' in Pisces
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Is fun and optimism part of our meeting?
Together you reach for positive vibes and for a lively and amusing life.
As much as your meeting is positive, there are some drawbacks as well.
Sometimes Alice sees Bob as self-centered, while Bob considers Alice's idealistic ideas
as unrealistic.
Also, together you tend to push for pleasures and fun with no limits, bringing each other
to overindulgence.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Bob's Sun 15° 43' in Aries
and Alice's Jupiter 13° 23' in Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we relate with extreme feelings?
You attract each other on an instinctual and gut level, which seems compulsive and
uncontrollable to both of you.
Jealousy and emotional manipulations are always lurking in your relationship to keep the
other person under control.
Alice may play the guilt card while Bob has the ability to sense Alice's unconscious needs
and manipulate them.
Bob tends to have a power and controlling attitude toward Alice. Alice should refrain
from letting Bob take advantage of the need for belonging and safety by being controlled.
What you both need to let go is the belief that you can be loved only if control is present.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Alice's Moon 26° 43' in
Leo and Bob's Pluto 25° 7' in Scorpio
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we move toward greater intimacy with each other?
You have an immediate and powerful attraction to each other.
Bob instantly feels connected to Alice. Alice can bring out Bob's erotic and sensual
nature. Alice can feel captivated by Bob's powerful energy and both Alice and Bob are
eager to explore the boundaries of their shared fantasies.
Bob can find excitement and arousal in their relationship with Alice. You can both bring
out the best in each other’s erotic, sensual and creative nature. Alice can be passionate
and arouses Bob's deeper desires.
Bob can help Alice advance and explore their deeper sexual desires. Both Bob and Alice
can enhance each other’s lives and help each other explore sexuality in new ways.
This answer is related to a synastry conjunction between Bob's True Lunar Node 13° 53'
in Sagittarius and Alice's Eros 13° 54' in Sagittarius
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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Does this relationship help promote success in career?
Alice can help shape Nodes career and life path but sparks will fly first.
Friction in this relationship is not a bad thing altogether. Rather the tension between
Bob's desire to evolve and fulfill their destiny and Alice's focus on career and public
image will bring valuable Karmic lessons.
Something is out of focus, adjustments to attitude need to be made. This can potentially
be an empowering relationship that helps Bob fulfill their purpose and achieve status and
success, yet it will take some maneuvering for Bob and Alice to learn how to best work
together.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Bob's True Lunar Node
13° 53' in Sagittarius and Alice's Midheaven 18° 12' in Virgo
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we show our inner gifts in productive, beneficial ways?
This couple can help each other find success and stability by challenging the status quo
and being true to their rebellious nature.
Alice looks to Bob to put their rage and unconscious deeper desires in order to be
successful in career. This pair can promote a business or brand that capitalizes on
speaking to the unconventional and uncontrolled passions of others.
Through their connection to deep, raw emotion, Alice can give public platform and voice
to what others are feeling and Bob recognizes this and promotes Alice's visibility and
reach.
Alice looks to Bob for validation and empowerment as long as they don’t overstep the
boundaries and try to control or contain Alice.
This answer is related to an harmonic synastry aspect between Alice's Lilith 15° 2' in Leo
and Bob's Midheaven 16° 24' in Sagittarius
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Is empathy and spirituality part of us?
Gentleness, consideration and kindness are crucial merits of your bonding.
Art might be a vital part of your mutual interests.
It's easy for you to detect and sense one another's feelings. You are very understanding of
each other and this is at times concerning as you also sense one another's discomfort and
challenging inner conditions.
You comprehend one another's ways via instinct and kindliness more than via rational
scrutiny.
You both have a delicate and mystical worldview. This goes for your introduction, when
the mystical element of your connection became a powerful force in maintaining your
bond.
You deny challenging issues by staying in a safe “non-ordinary consciousness” place
where you don't need to face the harsh reality.
Avoid abusing substances in the quest for harmony and inner peace. Meditation and
honest inner inquiry are much better choices.
This answer is related to an harmonic synastry aspect between Bob's Moon 27° 40' in
Virgo and Alice's Neptune 25° 12' in Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:
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*****
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How do we balance passion and spirituality?
Bob tends to be straightforward and at times rude. In those case Alice withdraws into
itself, which makes Bob even more irritated.
Bob wants to go till the end of any discussion, but Alice becomes overwhelmed by Bob's
energy and needs to retreat to a safe space.
Alice might resort to deception when feeling overpowered by Bob. Bob needs to tame its
temper and become more diplomatic.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Bob's Mars 20° 7' in
Cancer and Alice's Neptune 25° 12' in Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we find value and security during major turning points?
You don’t easily understand each other’s needs during times of crisis.
Rather than helping you find connection and unity in your relationship, you may be
challenged during crises. Venus’s desire for comfort and affection can lead them to
underestimate Alice's need to adapt to changing circumstances.
Bob may look to Alice for admiration and connection but Alice is more concerned with
their role as protector or guide during a crisis.
Alice may expect Bob to respond to urgent turning points with flexibility and zeal but this
is not likely to happen at first. Alice can then become frustrated with Bob or see Bob as
being small minded or selfish.
Both Bob and Alice will need to work to appreciate each other’s points of view. When
you both do, however, Bob will learn to unleash their deeper emotions and respond to
crises and Alice will be able to show Bob the affection and admiration they are seeking.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Bob's Venus 9° 21' in
Aries and Alice's Pholus 8° 0' in Libra
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we expand each other’s perspectives during pivotal
turning points?
You both easily enhance each other’s lives and appear on each other’s paths at just the
right moment.
Alice can learn to think bigger and see the connection between their ideals, beliefs and
their path through a major crisis thanks to Bob's influence. Bob can uplift Alice and help
them expand their confidence.
Alice can unleash Bob's benevolent energy, acting as a catalyst for Bob to express their
spiritual and compassionate nature.
Bob's passion can be channeled through Alice's guidance as Alice helps Bob understand
the bigger ramifications of their impulsive decisions or actions.
This answer is related to a synastry conjunction between Bob's Jupiter 9° 1' in Libra and
Alice's Pholus 8° 0' in Libra
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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Do we act in the world with compassion?
Your joining is filled with fancy, empathy and tenderness.
Alice aids Bob's mystical, instinctive and sympathetic life and can help Bob's include
their spiritual qualities into its job.
You can share activities concerning psychology, natural medicines, filantrophy or
artwork.
But, Alice's judiciously built foundation and status can get disturbed by Bob's erratic
conduct.
Intuitions and creativity feed your careers and your professional accomplishments.
This answer is related to an harmonic synastry aspect between Bob's Neptune 21° 4' in
Capricorn and Alice's Midheaven 18° 12' in Virgo
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we express our rebellious side and connection to our
higher mission?
You have a hard time understanding each other and forging a deeper connection. Alice
doesn’t understand Bob's compulsion to sacrifice their own ambitions in order to follow a
spiritual calling.
This is because Alice is ambitious, independent and works on instinct. Alice's rebellious
side can seem abrasive or offensive to Bob because Bob is more concerned with being of
service to others.
If you both find ways to incorporate each other’s strengths into your higher vision for
yourselves, you can find balance between individuality and the needs of society as well as
raw emotion and spiritual connection.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Alice's Lilith 15° 2' in Leo
and Bob's Vesta 15° 8' in Aquarius
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we inspire intuitive insights and nurture each other’s
plans?
You don’t always see eye to eye when it comes to prioritizing emotional comfort and
personal ambitions.
Bob prefers to take the lead and may try to mentor or encourage Alice in some way.
Alice, rather than being reassured, may at first feel pressured. Alice may also feel like
Bob expects too much. Alice may not like Bob's intellectual nature and find them to be
too objective.
Bob may think that Alice is too caught up in emotional details and may overlook the
importance of nurturing and emotional validation.
With some effort, you can work through your differences and come to mutual
understanding especially when it comes to strategies to improve fairness and comfort
with regard to business, home and family.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Alice's Moon 26° 43' in
Leo and Bob's Pallas 27° 28' in Aquarius
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Is our view of sociality compatible?
You have different tastes and you react differently to life occurrences.
If you can go beyond your ego, you actually have a big opportunity to accept another
point of view and learn from a different way to approach life and sociality.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Alice's Ascendant 2° 52'
in Sagittarius and Bob's Ascendant 0° 32' in Pisces
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we feel about friends and unusual lifestyles?
Definitely yours is not a boring relationship.
Excitement, openness to new experiences and a common net of eccentric friends are part
of your meeting.
You like to talk about social and political issues and how the world might become a
better place for the less fortunate.
Mutual friends play a vital part in your coupling, and provides a shared view of the world
when it comes to both societal and philanthropical issues.
Together you may practice an amazing way of life.
Bob provides Alice's somewhere to feel loved, believed in and where they may rest from
the turmoil of life, while Alice conveys exhilaration to Bob's more passive life.
This answer is related to an harmonic synastry aspect between Bob's Moon 27° 40' in
Virgo and Alice's Uranus 0° 55' in Aquarius
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do combine nurturing and devotion to our mission?
Both Bob and Alice may long for a deeply connected relationship.
Yet Bob may feel insecure or jealous because Alice is devoted to their mission primarily
and may see their obligation to Alice as secondary. Bob will need to be more accepting of
Alice's spiritual obligations and calling. Alice will need to be mindful of Bob's sensitivity
and emotional needs.
If both can make some adjustments in this relationship, they can succeed in helping each
other find deeper connection and pursue their spiritual calling.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Bob's Moon 27° 40' in
Virgo and Alice's Vesta 27° 42' in Sagittarius
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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Are we joyful in our love?
You have a joyful and optimistic way of sharing your life together.
Affection, gentleness and generosity to each other are pillars of your meeting.
You seek sensuality, beauty and luxury, but you should keep a limit on the expansion of
your activities.
The pleasure principle might become too predominant in your life. If not checked, it
might turn into overindulgence and dissipation.
If you can keep the excesses at bay, this aspect gives you a loving, affectionate and
positive connection.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Bob's Venus 9° 21' in
Aries and Alice's Jupiter 13° 23' in Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we blend nurturing and devotion?
Both Bob and Alice may share a love of service and a similar quest.
Yet you don’t often see eye to eye. Nor do you easily understand the methods each other
uses to fulfill their mission. Alice may be open to self-sacrifice and show humility in their
spiritual quest to serve others.
Alice is also more attentive to details than Bob may be. Bob can be nurturing and open to
helping others but does so in a more direct and personal way.
If Bob and Alice work together, both can help each other find balance and engage in their
mission to help and heal others.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Bob's Ceres 26° 57' in
Pisces and Alice's Vesta 27° 42' in Sagittarius
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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Are our energies channeled into career?
Alice works incessantly for the common goals with no need to tell the world about it or
needing recognition. Bob's outgoing energy brings light and public attention to Alice's
accomplishments.
On the other hand, Alice's life experience and wisdom represents a valuable teaching for
Bob.
This answer is related to an harmonic synastry aspect between Bob's Mars 20° 7' in
Cancer and Alice's Midheaven 18° 12' in Virgo
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How does our rebellious, creative energy influence our path
during major turning points?
You both bring out each other’s dramatic and rebellious energy as a way to adapt to
changing circumstances.
Bob can introduce Alice to dramatic turning points which help Alice to uncork their inner
passions and deeper emotions. Alice may face their true power and confidence as a result
of Bob's instigating dramatic changes on their own path or in your lives together.
Bob can be an inspiration for Alice to reclaim their wild inner nature. Alice can push Bob
to rebel against the status quo and this can further feed into Bob's tendency to be a
disruptive catalyst for change.
This answer is related to a synastry conjunction between Alice's Lilith 15° 2' in Leo and
Bob's Pholus 12° 54' in Leo
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we nurture each other and show compassion?
You nurturing styles clash and it takes work to understand each other.
You both try to be nurturing and encouraging to each other but it may come across as
manipulative or controlling. You both may have to work through deeper insecurities and
personal issues to get to the point where conveying love is not synonymous with
codependency or manipulation.
If you are able to each find and assert clear boundaries, you can be more helpful to each
other and your nurturing energy can be felt as supportive rather than controlling.
This answer is related to a conflictual synastry aspect between Alice's Ceres 26° 45' in
Sagittarius and Bob's Ceres 26° 57' in Pisces
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we help support each other’s deeper healing?
Both Bob and Alice help each other find deeper acceptance and healing from unresolved
wounds. Bob can use their deeper intuition and experiences being ostracized to help Alice
find validation and encouragement to release their instincts and unconscious rage.
Bob's intense and dramatic energy is familiar to Bob whose past traumas still haunt them.
Both can help each other translate their past wounds into effective action to move
forward.
This answer is related to a synastry conjunction between Bob's Chiron 17° 18' in Leo and
Alice's Lilith 15° 2' in Leo
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we blend our unique and instinctive traits?
In this combination, the hidden temptations to be free, wild and expressive are in turmoil
with being true to individuality and independent drives.
You may complement each other or balance out optimism with cynicism.
The combination of Alice's Lilith and Bob's Sun, you fuel each others’ individuality and
creativity in many ways.
Alice looks to Bob to find inspiration and validation of their deeper instincts and
individuality. Alice may be unconscious of their true nature and talents until receiving
validation and recognition from Bob.
This answer is related to an harmonic synastry aspect between Bob's Sun 15° 43' in Aries
and Alice's Lilith 15° 2' in Leo
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we raise each others’ level of confidence and passions?
Alice is attracted to Bob's seductive, powerful, intense energy. Bob can be serious and
brooding but Alice uplifts and encourages them, adding exuberance and playfulness.
There may be sexual chemistry in this pairing.
Bob may collaborate with Alice on a business proposition or may benefit financially from
Alice's resources or wealth.
Bob may also help Alice embark on a significant personal transformation and this
relationship can help Alice discover deep secrets about themselves.
The awareness gained by both partners in this relationship can bring healing and deeper
understanding.
Even when facing a crisis, Bob is uplifted and encouraged by Alice's positive attitude.

This answer is related to Alice's Sun 12° 29' in Scorpio in Bob's 8th house 23° 51' in
Libra
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we nurture each others’ health and well being?
Alice can sense what direction will help Bob be successful in daily work and managing
obligations.
Alice brings heart and emotional connection to Bob's daily mundane lifestyle. Alice can
be nurturing and pays attention to the details that make Bob feel secure and happy.
Bob loves to be of service and this helps Alice feel secure in the relationship. Alice is
emotionally sensitive enough to not take advantage of Bob's good nature.
At the same time Bob will go above and beyond to meet Alice's practical needs while
Alice focuses on nurturing Bob's emotional needs.
Both may bond over a similar sense of mission, love of animals or need for healing. Alice
can be nervous and insecure and Bob can help guide Alice to learn ways to cope with
stress and avoid health issues related to anxiety.

This answer is related to Alice's Moon 26° 43' in Leo in Bob's 6th house 26° 48' in
Cancer
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we express our sexuality and power in this relationship?
Alice helps Bob develop insight and awareness about their underlying fears.
Alice will help Bob articulate and strategize how they need to approach deep
transformation. Bob's perspective about major life changes and crises may become more
logical as a result of Alice's presence in their life.
Alice adds rationality to Bob's typical intensity. Bob may help Alice become more
focused, though when collaborating together this couple can become obsessive.
Alice may help Bob generate plans regarding finances shared within a business or this
pair may collaborate to make the most of shared resources including property or money.
Bob helps empower Alice's thinking and may also help them to speak with more
confidence and influence. Alice may feel like Bob can read their mind.
Alice can be influential over Bob's perspective and thought process and may help them
discern what information is most important at a given time.
This answer is related to Alice's Mercury 14° 7' in Scorpio in Bob's 8th house 23° 51' in
Libra
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we bring beauty and harmony to our partnership?
This couple is likely to feel a natural affinity for each other. Alice awakens Bob's feelings
of love and romance.
Bob perceives Alice as beautiful, compassionate and caring. This couple is likely to have
deep empathy for each other.
Bob makes Alice feel understood. Alice calms Bob's feelings and this is likely to be a
harmonious relationship.
It is likely that this couple will develop a romantic connection or at the very least have
deep admiration and fondness for each other.
Each is likely to see the other’s value as a person and as a complement to their own
strengths. Bob and Alice both desire balance, harmony and love.
If too similar in personality they may not be able to anchor each other enough to avoid
complacency in the relationship.
Generally however there will be an emotional connection that each will cherish and want
to preserve.
Both show love and affection to each other and may help each other have greater
compassion.
This answer is related to Alice's Venus 7° 25' in Libra in Bob's 7th house 0° 32' in Virgo
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Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we express passion in our partnership?
Alice brings passion, focus and determination to Bob, especially when it comes to love
and relationships.
Alice can teach Bob valuable lessons about boundaries and assertiveness. Either by
protecting and advocating for them or by being a catalyst for Bob to have to assert
themselves.
Bob helps show Alice how to collaborate and focus on something other than their own
ambition. Bob is drawn to Alice's sexual energy and passion. Alice is drawn to Bob's
vulnerability and compassion.
This couple can teach each other about balance, collaboration and sensuality. Alice may
become jealous easily and Bob may feel turned off at times by Alice's tendencies to be
dominating.

This answer is related to Alice's Mars 2° 56' in Virgo in Bob's 7th house 0° 32' in Virgo
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we help each other advance humanitarian goals?
Alice expands Bob's social connections and can help inspire their confidence and
potential as leader of groups or committees.
Bob expands Alice's mind, introducing them to radical new ideas, technologies and social
issues.
This pair may collaborate successfully on social change campaigns. It is also possible for
Alice to help stimulate Bob's desire to learn more about the fields of science, technology,
and metaphysics.
Both are humanitarians. Alice is optimistic and generous where Bob can be radical and
shocking. Bob's rebellious side intrigues Alice who sees disruption as opportunity for
growth.

This answer is related to Alice's Jupiter 13° 23' in Capricorn in Bob's 11th house 5° 21'
in Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

What is the potential for commitment helping each other through
challenges?
Alice shows willingness to invest in Bob for the long run. Alice may help Bob practice
self discipline and restraint.
Alice awakens Bob's mature nature. Bob may look to Alice for wise guidance and trust in
their prudent nature.
Alice may also help Bob develop their professional appearance and guide them toward
fulfilling their long range ambitions.
Bob and Alice collaborate on a mission that each takes seriously. Alice may help Bob
take a more adult view of life and awaken their serious side.

This answer is related to Alice's Saturn 1° 19' in Aries in Bob's 1st house 0° 32' in Pisces
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we help break through limitations and evolve spiritually
together?
Alice ushers in sudden changes to Bob's spiritual beliefs. Bob helps Alice connect to and
trust their intuition.
Both can understand each other as they both march to a different drum beat than the rest
of the crowd. Bob validates Alice's instincts when it comes to their unique and
progressive ideas.
With compassion and warmth, Bob helps validate Alice's ideas.
Alice may also believe in Bob's dreams yet does not have the same depth of compassion
and may inadvertently say or do things that shock or disrupt Bob's sense of serenity.
This answer is related to Alice's Uranus 0° 55' in Aquarius in Bob's 12th house 26° 48' in
Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we inspire each other to make creative breakthroughs?
Alice helps Bob nurture their vast social connections from a more emotionally sensitive
standpoint. Both have an interest in helping humanity advance and heal.
Bob is concerned with social progress and justice on the community level. Bob may also
help Alice break out of their comfort zone and join groups and organizations that further
their interest in being a catalyst for healing and change.
Alice on the other hand can soften some of Bob's edges, helping them empathize with
others and not just relate on an intellectual level.
Bob is a rugged individualist while Alice wants to completely immerse themselves in
others’ energy. This pair can help each other find balance in social situations.
Bob can help inspire Alice to emerge from their solitary, introverted nature and become
more outgoing when it is for a good cause.
This answer is related to Alice's Neptune 25° 12' in Capricorn in Bob's 11th house 5° 21'
in Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we contribute to spiritual change, depth and
transformation in each others’ lives?
Alice is intense and focused where Bob is idealistic and optimistic. This couple can team
up to help each other manifest their larger dreams. Bob helps Alice see the bigger picture
and reminds them of their true potential.
Alice helps Bob delve beneath the surface to uncover what subconscious blocks prevent
them from succeeding. Alice helps unearth Bob's untapped power and potential while
Bob helps Alice think outside of their limitations.
Alice may help Bob embark on a transformative process. Bob may help Alice reconnect
with their humanitarian and spiritual nature.
This couple can accomplish much in terms of encouraging each other to grow and thrive.
They can also work together to bring about significant changes that benefit society as
both value truth and justice.

This answer is related to Alice's Pluto 2° 12' in Sagittarius in Bob's 9th house 24° 58' in
Scorpio
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we help each other advance toward our destinies?
Alice helps Bob learn Karmic lessons about relationships and collaboration. Prior to
meeting Alice, Bob may be more focused on their own path and ambitions and feel more
comfortable working alone to accomplish their goals.
As a result of the relationship with Alice, Bob learns the value of cooperation and balance
between their own needs and the needs of others. Bob is likely to open up to greater
intimacy and compassion as a result of their relationship with Alice as well.
Alice brings opportunities for Bob to reach their destiny when it comes to healing old
wounds and learning significant life lessons about the importance of relationships.
This answer is related to Alice's True Lunar Node 7° 30' in Libra in Bob's 7th house 0°
32' in Virgo
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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12andus.com

How does this relationship bring healing through relationship
and partnerships?
Both Bob and Alice help each other to experience relationships and partnerships in new
ways.
Alice triggers healing and transformation by showing Bob how relationships and
partnerships can be vehicles for healing.
Bob may come to see past traumas and wounds in a new light, putting things into
perspective or finding closure on past relationships thanks to Alice's influence.
Alice is helped to open up and show their own vulnerability in connection to Bob. Bob
creates a healthy polarity for Alice to explore their own partnerships and relationships.
Through this relationship both can come to work through past patterns of isolation or
codependency

This answer is related to Alice's Chiron 23° 30' in Libra in Bob's 7th house 0° 32' in
Virgo
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do you deal with daily routines together?
This pairing deals with details of daily life by bringing unconscious urges and instincts to
the surface.
Alice may feel restricted by Bob's focus on practical matters and logical analysis. While
Bob is obsessed with analyzing facts and intellect, Alice is all about outpourings of raw
emotion.
Alice can be focused, obsessed and intense and this feeds Bob's desire for intense scrutiny
and analysis though Alice will bring colorful, chaotic and emotionally charged energy
that Bob can feel overwhelmed by.
Bob is challenged to be true to their inner instincts even when it isn’t popular. Though
Bob tends to be more optimistic than Alice, Alice helps Bob tap into their edgy inner
Shadow self in a playful and creative way or through sexuality.
This answer is related to Alice's Lilith 15° 2' in Leo in Bob's 6th house 26° 48' in Cancer
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we nurture each other’s career and reputation?
You help each other succeed in career and enhance each other’s reputations.
Alice nurtures Bob's career path and helps Bob see their full potential. Alice can bring out
Bob's compassionate and sensitive nature, helping Bob become more caring and
sentimental toward colleagues and employees.
Bob shows Alice how to find the path to success in career. Alice may be more concerned
about making others feel good. As a result Alice may overlook the importance of
nurturing their own career path or reputation. Bob helps Alice find grounding and
security in career.
Alice may be a mentor who helps to nurture Bob's talents. Alice recognizes Bob's
potential in career and helps them achieve success. You both look out for each other’s
best interest and help to promote each other publicly.

This answer is related to Alice's Ceres 26° 45' in Sagittarius in Bob's 10th house 16° 24'
in Sagittarius
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we expand each other’s beliefs and vision so that we can
plan for success?
From the very beginning, you both may feel strongly that you will change each other’s
lives.
Alice helps Bob recognize the bigger picture and connect the dots so that Bob can realize
their full potential. Alice may be a mentor to Bob helping them recognize their bigger
mission and potential.
Bob can help Alice see how their vision can come to fruition by aligning with their ideals
and optimism. Bob also has an optimistic nature and this lifts Alice's spirits when a
challenge becomes too intense.
Alice's vision and understanding are expanded when Bob gives their unique guidance and
Bob helps Alice take the necessary gamble to go for their dreams.
Alice can help Bob organize their idealistic goals into reasonable strategies based on an
intellectual approach.

This answer is related to Alice's Pallas 3° 23' in Sagittarius in Bob's 9th house 24° 58' in
Scorpio
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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*****
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How do we visibly show our commitment to each other?
Both Alice and Bob have a powerful connection to each other. The commitment and love
in this relationship is obvious.
Alice gives Bob unconditional love and acceptance and helps Bob to pursue their desires
and goals. Alice may recognize Bob immediately as their ideal partner. It may be a case
of love at first sight.
Bob may have just the right personality or image that makes Alice feel comfortable and
secure. Both know exactly how to put each other at ease and demonstrate their empathy,
understanding and commitment you both desire.
Bob may have always dreamed about being in a marriage or partnership with someone
like Alice.
Alice may recognize the potential for Bob to commit and be their ideal partner right
away. You may both have a public and transparent relationship.
This answer is related to Alice's Juno 6° 6' in Aries in Bob's 1st house 0° 32' in Pisces
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How does our devotion lead to a success in career?
You can both easily blend devotion to a higher calling and concern with public image to
create a strong foundation for career.
You help each other to find a solid platform to carry your message of devotion and
service to a higher calling. Alice helps Bob reconnect spiritually and recall the higher
quest they are on in addition to their immediate ambition and career goals.
Bob helps Alice ground their ideals in practical routines that can then be channeled into
their work or career path. Working together, you can forge a path in career or in the
limelight that both fuels your ambitions and strengthens your prospects for success but
also follows your mission and spiritual quest.
You help each other balance the practical and idealistic aspects of your work and mission.

This answer is related to Alice's Vesta 27° 42' in Sagittarius in Bob's 10th house 16° 24'
in Sagittarius
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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12andus.com

How do we enhance each other’s need for partnership and
balance during major turning points?
You both find it easy to work together as partners, which is fortunate since unusual and
cataclysmic circumstances may pull you together.
You may have to suddenly deal with a major crisis or dramatic life turning point and this
can force the two of you to find the support you need in each other. Alice can find the
companionship and support they need in Bob.
Bob can discover their true potential as an artistic collaborator as Alice helps Bob to
unleash their talents and nurturing abilities. Alice may serve as a catalyst for dramatic
change and Bob may help Alice find the balance they need to navigate dramatic changes.
You can both find an explosive and dynamic partnership in connection to each other. Bob
may help Alice find their true commitment in a partnership. Alice may not have been
seeking a partnership until meeting Bob. Bob may bring out Alice's romantic side and
potential to collaborate.
This answer is related to Alice's Pholus 8° 0' in Libra in Bob's 7th house 0° 32' in Virgo
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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12andus.com

How do we explore our ideals and hedonistic side?
This relationship is filled with sensuality and pleasure seeking.
Both Alice and Bob can uplift each other and bring out the best in each others’ deeper
fantasies. Alice can help Bob explore their fantasies and enjoy the pleasure in their
relationship through sensual and erotic interactions.
Bob finds Alice irresistible because they are naturally sensual and seductive. Bob is likely
to have many fantasies and Alice is open minded and eager to explore. Both find each
others’ passions to be compelling.
Bob can be grandiose and optimistic and this helps Alice feel confident about sharing
their desires. Bob's ideals and love of travel and spirituality can be channeled by Alice to
broaden their sexual pleasure.
You may both explore fantasies about intimate encounters in unusual or exotic places or
exploring the interconnection between sexuality and spirituality.
This answer is related to Alice's Eros 13° 54' in Sagittarius in Bob's 9th house 24° 58' in
Scorpio
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we show our talents and strengths in establishing a
secure home life together?
Bob acts as a positive, encouraging mentor or guide in Alice's home and family life.
They may share a family connection or Bob may act as a benevolent guardian or father
figure to Alice. Alice on the other hand provides a secure basis for Bob to explore their
talents and creativity.
Bob adds charm and unique vision to Alice's home and family life. Bob may be able to
cheer Alice up by helping them strive for their goals when it comes to having the ideal
home or making changes to the home.
Each contributes to the other’s sense of security. Alice gives Bob the feeling that they are
unconditionally accepted as family and admired for their uniqueness. Bob can be
entertaining and amusing and lightens up the home for Alice.
This answer is related to Bob's Sun 15° 43' in Aries in Alice's 4th house 18° 12' in Pisces
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we nurture each others’ career goals and public image
Bob has shrewd instincts that help Alice grow and succeed in career.
Bob nurtures Alice's career. Alice's status and ambition bolster Bob's sense of security
and social standing.
Bob can help Alice embrace change and adapt as Alice explores their full potential in
career. Alice's leadership potential is assisted by Bob's understanding of how to nurture
others.
Alice acts as a leader and mentor for Bob and can create a firm foundation financially for
the relationship. Alice helps Bob to manifest their career goals as well and can act as an
inspiration and role mode.

This answer is related to Bob's Moon 27° 40' in Virgo in Alice's 10th house 18° 12' in
Virgo
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we relate on common topics of interest?
Bob and Alice stimulate each other on an intellectual level. Bob brings strategy and
diplomacy to Alice, helping them to articulate and plan their ideas.
Alice helps Bob expand their mind as well. Both contribute to each other’s desire for
knowledge and information and may help each other break through communication
barriers.
Bob may inspire Alice to pursue a course of study or write a book. Alice will have
important lessons to teach Bob and will help them understand how to connect with others
as a messenger.
The emphasis on logic and intellect can be helpful when it comes to learning from each
other and enjoying an active social life. When it comes to more emotional issues however
this couple may struggle to get out of their intellectualized focus and understand each
others’ emotions.
Both prefer to keep things light and sociable and may struggle to address uncomfortable
feelings or situations.
Bob may remind Alice of the value of networking and social connections helping Alice to
come out of their shell.
On the other hand Alice can be so busy with numerous projects that Bob will have to use
their quick thinking and be open to changes of scenery in order to keep up.
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This answer is related to Bob's Mercury 17° 58' in Pisces in Alice's 3rd house 11° 42' in
Aquarius
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we help each other attract abundance and security
within our home and family lives?
Bob is likely to stimulate Alice's love of home and family. Bob may be attractive to Alice
because they feel secure and nurtured by Bob's practical yet compassionate nature.
Bob may also remind Alice of a kind caregiver from their childhood.
Alice helps Bob feel at home. Both are likely to feel emotionally connected to each other
and feel a sense of security as if they are family to each other.
Whether or not this is a romance it is also a relationship where both Bob and Alice can
really explore their private lives together and be themselves.
Alice knows Bob is kind and caring enough to accept them without judgment. Bob knows
that Alice will treat them with patience and tenderness.
Bob may help Alice tap into their interests in art in order to beautify their home space.
Alice provides roots for Bob to feel grounded.
Both are likely to enjoy nostalgia and being around family and children or creating a
family of their own.

This answer is related to Bob's Venus 9° 21' in Aries in Alice's 4th house 18° 12' in
Pisces
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Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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12andus.com

How do we handle power and passion in this relationship?
Bob and Alice teach each other valuable lessons about personal power.
Alice helps Bob by being a catalyst for personal transformation. Bob may be a disruptive
force at first, yet is ultimately showing Alice how to advocate for what is important to
them.
If this relationship becomes sexual it can be easy to confuse love and attraction with
arousal physical attraction.
This couple may experience control issues and power struggles. Even with good
intentions they may try to control each other if not careful.
Bob is drawn to Alice's magnetic energy and intensity. Alice is attracted to Bob's
confidence and sexual energy.
Bob may have lessons to teach Alice about protecting shared assets and a dispute over
ownership or assets may be a feature of this relationship at some point.

This answer is related to Bob's Mars 20° 7' in Cancer in Alice's 8th house 4° 42' in
Cancer
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we help each other advance and expand in career?
Bob helps stimulate Alice's ambition. Bob may assist Alice through advancement in
career and status.
Bob inspires Alice's vision and ideals, believing in Alice's highest potential. Alice may
have resources and status that help Bob build a reputation for leadership in career.
When this pair works together, productivity in business can be amplified. Status and
recognition are likely. This pair may dazzle others as public figures. It is also likely that
others will perceive this couple as dazzling and lucky.
Bob and Alice can also team up to expand business overseas or to explore career
opportunities requiring travel.
Both encourage public success for each other. Alice helps ground Bob through their
practical energy, making sure Bob doesn’t get lost in their own dreams.
Bob makes sure Alice doesn’t get trapped in efficiency and productivity but also takes
the time to view the big picture and enjoy life.
This answer is related to Bob's Jupiter 9° 1' in Libra in Alice's 10th house 18° 12' in
Virgo
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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Relationship reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we express ourselves on difficult subjects or plan for
challenging times?
Bob helps Alice to slow down and consider how they think and communicate. Alice may
be challenge by Bob to reconsider some of their beliefs and viewpoints.
Bob is methodical and practical where Alice may become distracted by new interests and
the desire to absorb information without really evaluating its validity.
With Bob's help, Alice becomes a more serious student of topics of interest. Alice may
taken on an in depth research project or may make a commitment to furthering their
social reach and education. Alice may also become more mindful of what they say and
how they communicate.
These lessons may involve difficult situations in which your views and communication
style result in interpersonal obstacles. Bob may be a harsh teacher at times yet they have
the potential to impart wisdom and share important guidance with Alice.

This answer is related to Bob's Saturn 27° 1' in Aquarius in Alice's 3rd house 11° 42' in
Aquarius
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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12andus.com

How do we inspire shocking innovations to each others’ financial
lives?
Alice may suddenly abandon their ideas about finances and economic security when Bob
comes into their life. Bob serves as a catalyst, instigating Alice's desire to radically
reform their budget or financial life.
Bob may inspire Alice to ditch old beliefs about money and security and to explore what
they truly value. Alice may be introduced to cryptocurrency or radical economic ideas as
a result of their relationship with Bob.
Bob finds security in their connection to Alice where Alice is liberated from old ways of
managing finances or fears about money thanks to Bob.
This pair may experience surprise windfalls when it comes to Alice's wealth and net
worth and Bob will be there to guide the way.
In some cases, Bob may influence Alice to make decisions regarding finances which
prove careless in the long run.
This answer is related to Bob's Uranus 22° 0' in Capricorn in Alice's 2nd house 4° 42' in
Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we inspire each others’ dreams and attract abundance
through creative channels?
Bob is drawn to Alice because Alice represents security. Alice's practical nature and
sturdy disposition makes Bob feel secure.
Bob's compassion and creativity warm Alice's heart and trigger their sentimentality.
Bob brings dreamy idealistic energy to the relationship, balanced out by Alice's down to
earth approach and practical nature.
Bob may inspire Alice to reconnect with their ideals and dreams. Although this can be an
uplifting pairing, Alice may also feel confused and ambivalent about their own sense of
security and what they value. This is because Bob introduces a mystical, spiritual
influence into Alice's life.
Bob may be drawn to Alice's stable secure foundation, yet if Alice tries to impose their
concrete views on Bob they run the risk of alienating Bob.
This answer is related to Bob's Neptune 21° 4' in Capricorn in Alice's 2nd house 4° 42' in
Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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12andus.com

How do we help each other experience deep transformation and
rebirth?
Bob helps Alice undergo personal transformation and initiation. Bob appears in Alice's
life at a time when Alice may be questioning their power or spiritual beliefs. Bob can
help Alice regain their focus and confidence.
Alice can help Bob remember their connection to spirituality and help Bob release some
of their attachments to wealth, status and ego.
Alice's compassionate nature and soothing abilities help Bob to feel at ease and let their
guard down. Bob's protective instincts kick in and help Alice feel secure enough to follow
their dreams.
This can be a positive combination of energies though Bob will have to take care not to
become dominating over Alice. If not careful this couple can also lean in the direction of
addiction and escapism as well either through substances, zealous beliefs, cults or
sexuality.
This answer is related to Bob's Pluto 25° 7' in Scorpio in Alice's 12th house 12° 38' in
Scorpio
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we help each other reach our destinies and full potential?
Bob and Alice may feel an instant attraction. Their comfort level with each other will be
natural and evident from the beginning.
Bob and Alice are likely to recognize something Karmic about this relationship.
Bob can help Alice fulfill their destiny by encouraging them to trust themselves and
follow their own instincts. Alice will help Bob feel comfortable and validated for who
they are.
This answer is related to Bob's True Lunar Node 13° 53' in Sagittarius in Alice's 1st
house 2° 52' in Sagittarius
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we awaken each others’ ideals and dreams?
This relationship helps both Bob and Alice transcend boundaries. Both are able to expand
beyond past experiences and limitations because of their connection to each other.
Bob helps Alice find healing from their wounds related to culture, ideals and unique
ideology. Where Alice has felt left out or misunderstood because of religious,
philosophical path or ideals, Bob helps Alice come to accept their unique vision and use
this awareness to bring empowerment to others.
Alice helps Bob work through past wounds by reconnecting them with their higher vision
and wisdom. The humanitarian nature within Bob is brought to the surface as well
through this relationship.
This answer is related to Bob's Chiron 17° 18' in Leo in Alice's 9th house 11° 42' in Leo
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do you draw out each other’s deeper urges for security?
Both Bob and Alice are concerned with security. Yet Bob finds security by flexing their
independent muscle and finding their own territory, defining things on their own terms.
At the same time, Alice looks for security through home and family. Bob can seem
tumultuous and erratic, dramatic and intense to Alice.
Alice finds Bob to be edgy and can feel personally intimidated by their strong
personality. Bob may see Alice as too confining and overbearing. Bob may rebel against
Alice's traditions and rules, or Alice may seem emotionally suffocating.
Alice can also support Bob's raw emotional urges and both can help each other realize
deeper instincts, intuition and urges for emotional expression.
This answer is related to Bob's Lilith 19° 5' in Pisces in Alice's 4th house 18° 12' in
Pisces
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we nurture each other’s sense of home and security?
You have a deeply emotionally nurturing, loving relationship.
Bob feels right at home with Alice and feels like they can tell Alice all their deepest and
most intimate secrets. Alice sees Bob as a positive nurturer. Bob may remind Alice of
early nurturers such as mother or mother figures.
Even if there was a conflicted relationship between Alice and early nurturing figures,
those wounds can be healed now through the relationship between Alice and Bob.
Bob knows how to speak to Alice's deep inner emotions.
Alice makes Bob feel comfortable and cared for. You both may feel like the world
disappears when you are together and it is just the two of you, even in a crowded room.
You instinctively understand each other and have an intuitive and powerful bond.

This answer is related to Bob's Ceres 26° 57' in Pisces in Alice's 4th house 18° 12' in
Pisces
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How do we use our ideals to create stronger communication
about our shared vision?
You both can easily communicate your ideals and plans to each other.
Bob has an instinctive sense of strategy and strong convictions which Alice easily
understands. Alice can be diplomatic and adaptive and this is admired by Bob who loves
to learn from different perspectives.
Though Bob may seem like a mentor to Alice, helping Alice succeed by offering unique
insights based on their vision and intellectual gifts, Alice actually also has a lot to teach
Bob as well. Alice can be outspoken about their ideals and can be creative and
intellectual.
Alice can be flexible, and tries to hear Bob's point of view which Bob appreciates. Bob
can be intense but Alice is open to this and finds it encouraging and inspiring not
intimidating.
This answer is related to Bob's Pallas 27° 28' in Aquarius in Alice's 3rd house 11° 42' in
Aquarius
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:

*****
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How does our commitment to each other help trigger dramatic
transformation in each other’s lives?
You both have a strong attraction to each other. From the first moment you meet, you
both feel a strong connection to each other and may both know that you will change each
other’s lives.
Alice has a magnetic charm that appeals to Bob right away. Alice may seem like a strong
authority figure who helps Bob feel reassured and secure in the relaitonship.
Alice may also have an important way to change Bob's life through your relationship to
each other. Bob can be committed and dedicated to Alice and is strongly attracted to
Alice.
Bob can help reassure Alice that they have no reason to worry about infidelity. Bob can
also help Alice feel secure because of their level of openness, compassion and devotion.
This answer is related to Bob's Juno 13° 7' in Cancer in Alice's 8th house 4° 42' in
Cancer
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:
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How do we communicate devotion to each other’s ideals?
You can both easily show devotion and dedication to each other’s mission through your
shared vision and ideals.
Alice easily communicates with Bob in diplomatic terms, showing support for their
vision and even inspiring their investment in their calling. Bob can look to Alice to help
them articulate their plans and sense of mission.
Bob can help Alice find ways to use their intellect to connect with their spiritual source
and muse in order to fulfill their purpose. Alice can help Bob better understand their
calling and express their spiritual mission.
Alice can also help Bob find ways to explain or educate others on their special calling.
Bob helps Alice find enlightenment through spiritual teachings and can help Alice find
mental clarity and speak in more passionate ways about their mission as well.

This answer is related to Bob's Vesta 15° 8' in Aquarius in Alice's 3rd house 11° 42' in
Aquarius
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:
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How do we broaden each other’s perspectives during major life
turning points?
You both help each other to transcend obstacles during dramatic, life changing
circumstances.
Alice provides the wisdom and broader perspective that Bob needs in order to find higher
meaning during challenging times. Bob can be a catalyst for change, showing up in
Alice's life to shake up their comfort and challenge their belief system.
Alice may need to help Bob find the philosophical and spiritual meaning during times of
upheaval or crises. Bob, in turn, can help to unleash Alice's strengths, namely confidence,
optimism and hope.
When you both work together during times of uncertainty or change, no matter how
disrupted things may seem, Bob and Alice will be able to find the higher meaning and
broaden their beliefs, coming away with a refined sense of wisdom and understanding.

This answer is related to Bob's Pholus 12° 54' in Leo in Alice's 9th house 11° 42' in Leo
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:
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How do we blend beauty, comfort and desire?
You help each other find greater value in the role of sexuality and eroticism in the
relationship.
Alice likes to have physical, sensual and practical expressions of love and devotion, while
Bob loves to push the limits and explore desire and fantasies on every level. Both Bob
and Alice have practical, romantic and indulgent ways of showing devotion and
infatuation.
Bob may provide the spark of passion that helps Alice create a level, grounded
framework to explore their fantasies and desires. You may also both place a high value
on indulging in luxurious acts of pleasure and pampering each other.
This answer is related to Bob's Eros 28° 33' in Capricorn in Alice's 2nd house 4° 42' in
Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Bob and Alice:
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